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Look Into My Eyes is an autobiography of one man's life
through the lens of Asperger's syndrome - a highfunctioning form of autism spectrum disorder. This
second edition includes a chapter written by the authors
wife about what it is like to be in a relationship with an
someone with Asperger's Syndrome, she shares both
the positive aspects, and the challenges. As a small child
Dan Jones knew he was different to other children, they
would want to play football and interact with each other,
he would want to crawl around searching for snails
keeping himself to himself. Dan found his own coping
strategies to manage his anxieties, discovering
meditation as an eight year old, and hypnosis as a
teenager. This book offers a rare insight into what it is
like to live with Asperger's. Dan has a unique
perspective; not only does he have Asperger's, but a
large part of his professional life has been spent working
with people with autism spectrum disorder and their
carers.
Meet Tim Tebow: He grew up playing every sport
imaginable, but football was his true passion. Even from
an early age, Tim has always had the drive to be the
best player and person that he could be. Through his
hard work and determination, he established himself as
one of the greatest quarterbacks in the history of college
football and as a top prospect in the NFL. Now, in
Through My Eyes: A Quarterback's Journey, he shares
the behind-the-scenes details of his life, on and off the
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football field. Tim writes about his life as he chooses to
live it, revealing how his Christian faith, his family values,
and his relentless will to succeed have molded him into
the person and the athlete he is today.
It's about an imaginary girl not from this materialistic
world. Pure love and heavenly gifted beauties of her that
made me write these few poetries. Her memories are
recorded in mind like an epic of glories. Apart from this
few philosophies of nature, theories of life and sense of
spiritualties. In short it's a book of love which shows all
the different shades of it and guides in the laws of love.
UNEXPLAINABLE GHOST EXPERIENCES When we
reflect over our lives, there are pivotal experiences that
we keep in our memory. Some are good, some are bad,
but there is something about the experience that sticks to
our memory banks as if the memory happened
yesterday. We all have these memories, and in some
strange way, we store these images in our minds and
catalog the emotion. This journey starts when I was
about five years old. That's when I started experiencing
ghosts, paranormal, supernatural and continues into the
present day. Most of my experiences were shared with
other people in my family. I realize now the importance of
sharing these experiences so that other people can
relate, learn, and grow from mutual experiences. As I
began to write this work, I would share the many
episodes with my family. Some we laughed about, others
we hope we never go through again, but the unanimous
consent was that everyone still, to this day, could
remember each event. We all had/have a different
perspective, but despite our many views, many
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questions remain the same. Some like where these
spirits good, or did they intend to do harm? These
questions will be left up to you. My goal is to share what I
have lived with my entire life. My hope is that as I
present the chapters of these experiences so that we
might learn
If the secret cry of your heart is, “There must be more to
this Christian life!" know that God hears you, and He's
not bothered by your questions. He‘s not angry, and
He‘s not forgotten you. In fact, He is moved at the
hunger in your heart and longs to fill it with more of
Himself. The answer to all of your questions are found
Underneath the Shadow of God Almighty. He's reserved
a place there just for you! This coveted resting place is
open to all born-again believers, but it is a road less
traveled. The pathway is narrow and there are obstacles
along the way, but if we press in, we will discover the
MORE our hearts have been longing for. In Underneath
the Shadow, we will: •Learn how to avoid the 3 Deadly
Ds that attempt to kill our faith. •Find healing for our
image of God, Self, and Others. •Discover the reality
and joy of dwelling in God's Shadow. •Learn how to
become the friend of God. •Acquire 22 keys to
cultivating intimacy with God. •Learn to live within the
realm of His Glory.
How would you feel if you were all by yourself and no
one in the world loves you from your mother to your
peers. In this novel it describes how Drake McCall go
through a series of events to become loved.
Here's a practical, no nonsense guide to using hypnosis
in your sex life. Hypnosis can help you lower inhibitions,
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and increase sexual feelings and responsiveness. It can
also be used to help you get more out of your roleplaying and fantasies. And it can be a lot of fun. In this
book, Peter Masters takes you firstly through a step-bystep guide to hypnotising your partner, and then explores
how you can use hypnosis to: - Heighten their sexual
feelings - Help them focus and stay involved longer Create compelling sexual fantasies - Help them get more
involved in your role-playing - Give effective posthypnotic
suggestions to your partner which they'll respond to after
your hypnosis session is over The second half of the
book is packed with practical examples and hypnosis
scripts which you can use straight from the book, or
which you can adapt and modify to suit you and your
partner.
This Christmas join the De La Fuentes and McKenzies in
Blossom Creek as they celebrate the grand opening of
Emelia’s Restaurant. Over twenty years after Levi De La
Fuente's parents opened the first Emelia’s, Levi and his
cousin Ryan are getting ready to open a second location.
Emma De La Fuente manages the first Emelia’s in
Essex, Vermont for her parents. She’s in town to assist
her brother and cousin in getting the new restaurant
ready for its grand opening. However, she didn’t plan on
the strong attraction she feels toward the town Sheriff.
The man with his sweet words and heated looks has
managed to derail her plans on returning home. While
his sister is distracted, Levi finds himself in need of
rescuing from a rather embarrassing situation. Luckily for
him, Vivien Taylor, owner of Temptations, Blossom
Creek’s handmade chocolate store, appears just at the
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right time. If only he didn’t crave the sweet woman, then
maybe, this situation wouldn’t be so awkward. Blossom
Creek just might be warm enough to melt the snow this
holiday season.
Have you ever felt like giving up? Like the odds were
stacked against you? Like if people knew your story they
might look at you differently? Have you ever been
stereotyped? Discriminated against? In love or lust?
Well, if you can answer yes to any of these questions
Look in My Eyes Feel My Pain is the book for you. In this
book of poems Gemini explores the ups and downs of
life, love, heartache, discrimination, and real situations
that everyday people go through. She leaves no leaf
unturned.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “As sweet and
funny and sad and true and heartfelt a memoir as one
could find.” —from the foreword by Augusten Burroughs
Ever since he was young, John Robison longed to
connect with other people, but by the time he was a
teenager, his odd habits—an inclination to blurt out non
sequiturs, avoid eye contact, dismantle radios, and dig
five-foot holes (and stick his younger brother, Augusten
Burroughs, in them)—had earned him the label “social
deviant.” It was not until he was forty that he was
diagnosed with a form of autism called Asperger’s
syndrome. That understanding transformed the way he
saw himself—and the world. A born storyteller, Robison
has written a moving, darkly funny memoir about a life
that has taken him from developing exploding guitars for
KISS to building a family of his own. It’s a strange, sly,
indelible account—sometimes alien yet always deeply
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human.
Here are a group of poems that I have written over the
past 3 years. Each poem was written at a different
emotional point in my life. I hope you enjoy.
Lost and Found is a collection of poems, short stories
and open letters written by emerging authors from all
over India. Every writer has inked their own views in a
way that you’ll feel inspired, happy and also experience
the impact of words on human emotions. ‘A pen is
mightier than the sword.’ This anthology best describes
this phrase as our co-authors have used their power of
communicating with words to express their fantasies and
imaginations. The main reason behind the publication of
this book is to create love and awareness towards
English Literature in our new generation, and to provide
a platform for all budding writers to showcase their talent.
"Sardonic narration will grab readers from the get-go,
and puzzles laced throughout will intrigue those who
share Ruby’s passion for solving mysteries." —
Publishers Weekly (starred review) Everyone knows that
Clarice Bean is exceptionordinarily keen on the Ruby
Redfort books. Now in her own starring role, Ruby, a
genius code-cracker and daring detective, along with her
sidekick butler, Hitch, work for a secret crime-busting
organization called Spectrum. Ruby gets into lots of
scrapes with evil villains, but she’s always ice-cool in a
crisis. Just take a classic screwball comedy, add heaps
of breathtaking action, and multiply it by Lauren Child’s
writing genius, and what have you got? Only the most
exciting new middle-grade series since, like, ever.
My Eyes Are Open Now: A Book of Poems was created
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after the author, Lorraine S Gamble, overcame addiction
and began to express herself through poetry. The unique
quality of the poetry is a reflection of the authors spiritual
awakening that brought her back on a journey to what
she was meant to be. After many years of not seeing the
beauty in the world, she opened her eyes to an entirely
new existence. The words in the poetry are meant to
encourage healing and a feeling of joy for the reader.
Lorraines wisdom and life experiences are qualities she
expresses in her poetry. When we concentrate on the
negative side of life we miss out on the most important
part life has to offer: the joy! The words in this
inspirational collection will encourage the reader to find
their joy by keeping their spiritual eyes open!
This book is a collection of poems that I have written
about some of the most painful moments people can
experience. It is written, edited, and published by me.
This work shows A Glimpse Inside of the mind while it is
being tortured. Come take a look at the world through my
eyes.
Thirteen-year-old Ruby, a genius code-cracker and
daring detective, gets an anonymous call setting a
challenge that leads her to the headquarters of
Spectrum, a highly secret anti-crime agency that needs
her help to crack a code, but soon Ruby uncovers
dastardly plans of the Fool's Gold Gang.
My Eyes Are Up Here is a razor-sharp debut about a girl
struggling to rediscover her sense of self in the year after her
body decided to change all the rules. If Greer Walsh could
only live inside her head, life would be easier. She'd be able
to focus on excelling at math or negotiating peace talks
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between her best friend and . . . everyone else. She wouldn't
spend any time worrying about being the only Kennedy High
student whose breasts are bigger than her head. But you
can't play volleyball inside your head. Or go to the pool. Or
have confusingly date-like encounters with the charming new
boy. You need an actual body for all of those things. And
Greer is entirely uncomfortable in hers. Hilarious and
heartbreakingly honest, My Eyes Are Up Here is a story of
awkwardness and ferocity, of imaginary butterflies and rocksolid friends. It's the story of a girl finding her way out of her
oversized sweatshirt and back into the real world.
Will Johnstone's seventy-year-old consciousness finds itself
back in his twelve-year-old body as it is about to suicide - an
event he remembers differently. His 'old brain' pulls back from
the act and resumes his much younger self's troubled life. It is
soon apparent that there are yet more subtle differences
between the world he remembers and the one he now finds
himself in - and these differences accumulate. Through his
friendship with Col, Will finds himself caught up in events at
the edge of a different Cold War. This story contains some
physical child abuse and suicide ideation.
Lines from Life presents a sensitive and touching collection of
thoughts, dreams, and wishes by poet Peter Overduin. He
offers a realistic view of lifes disappointments and failures,
hoping to provide companionship and sympathy to those on
journeys like his ownboth in times where there is only
darkness and in those that hold a sweeter melancholy and
even hope. From lost love to hopes and dreams, he delves
into the emotional ups and downs of his everyday life. His
poignant reflections upon songs from the soul, love lost or
found, and friendship speak to those facing struggles and
gives voice to emotions shared across the face of humanity.
Dreams I have dreamed so many dreams, it always seemed I
would wake up to a nightmare. When you came into my life,
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my dreams became reality. I found the sunrise of my soul in
you. All my visions for the future, all my visions they are you.
The many dreams that I have dreamed dreams I thought
would never come true I see them come true in you.
A young blind girl tells how she adapts and functions with her
disability and how she does not let it stand in her way of living
her life as best she can. The story teaches children about
Braille, senses, guide dogs, and more.
The inspiring story of Brad SnyderÕs journey from the Naval
Academy to Afghanistan, from being blinded by an IED
explosion to winning Paralympic gold Ê In Afghanistan,
Lieutenant Brad Snyder had one of the worldÕs most
dangerous jobs: to find and destroy enemy bombs, as an elite
US Navy Special Operations warrior. On September 7, 2011,
the former Naval Academy captain of the swim team stepped
on an improvised explosive device while helping save the
lives of his patrolÕs Afghan counterparts. The subsequent
explosion left Snyder permanently blind. Through unrelenting
pain, hard work, and dedication, Snyder qualified for the US
Paralympic Team and on September 7, 2012Ñone year to the
day after suffering his devastating injuryÑhe won a gold
medal in menÕs swimming for Team USA in London. Brad
SnyderÕs journey from darkness to light embodies the
courage of AmericaÕs new ÒGreatest GenerationÓ and
serves as an inspiration to all of us.
As one of the many passages of faith God preordained in my
life, Journey to Sunrise is a witness of conviction and
gratefulness of a preachers kid (PK) as to the grace and
mercy of Christ Jesus. This is a chronological account of how
Christ Jesus answered prayers from my heart and prayers
prayed intellectually. I had not yet become aware of how God
and Christ Jesus had been working in my life from the age of
twenty-four, when I was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis, at
which time I lost my eyesight for three months (up to the point
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of yet another miraculous life-altering event years later). This
event caused me to stay in a constant prayerful relationship
with Christ Jesus more than ever before. It caused me to
build not only a stronger prayer life but also a more humbling
and willfully trusting relationship with God the Father and
Christ Jesus. Okay, youre probably thinking, arent they the
same? Lets see! As God tells us in His Word, there is but one
God, none else. Isaiah 45:18, James 2:19, Revelations 1:8
just to reference a few of His scriptures. He is God the Father
to all and over all. Alpha, the beginning, the creator of all
things, and Omega, the end. God the Son, our living
example, Savior, Intercessor, and Comforter. And God the
Holy Spirit, our ever present help, our guide into all truth
(John 16:13). Each one is distinct and equally necessary and
is one as God is omnipresent in our lives at all times (Hebrew
13:5). This was a passage that was a blessing for and to me.
Growing deeper into a more humbled, willful, genuine heart
desiring an even greater presence of God the Father, my
creator; God the Son, Christ Jesus my savior and intercessor;
and God the Holy Spirit, my ever present help. It was a daily
blessing God preordained for my family and friends chosen to
be with me, giving me support and receiving the blessing of
encouragement that He had waiting for us all during this
critical season in my life. Others were blessed that Christ
Jesus allowed to cross my path during that time of anointed
rehabilitation of the body and mind and are being blessed
even today. To God be all the glory! It is my hope that you will
be encouraged by this witness and scriptures that God
allowed the Holy Spirit to give me then and now.
Hey, buster! Normal life is a total yawn. Break out of boredom
with Ruby Redfort, the super-awesome new creation from
multi-million-copy bestseller Lauren Child...
This book is based on the truths of the authors life. With the
grace of God, she is still here. This book is based on the
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deepest, darkest, and most intimate moments of her life and
how having faith and strength got her through it all. This story
is told through memories, flash backs, and a summary of
deep-set poems. Sarah is a talented writer and she recreates
every moment as if you were right there with her. When
Sarah decided she was no longer going to be a victim to her
past she set off to write her accounts of her past, accounts
that broke her and built her. She always told herself that she
would share her part of her life story in order to help those in
the world who are facing what she went through and cannot
see a way through.'When the saltiness has lost its salted
flavor, how bland the taste of affection, how empty the arms
of the embracer, how cold the heart of the living and
abandoned is the one involved. How dare the mind retaliate
and run from the righteous. Prudence brought her near but
evil snatched her away into the darkness of a weak
settlement. She gave in and caved into a mindless battle for
the simple. She is yet broken and never to be repaired she
constantly runs from hell's call into a window of love's
widows... She is shut out from fear the only way out is
through.'-Watts

A collection of eleven stories, a play and five poems. The
authors featured were all influenced by Akai Tori (Red
Bird), a Tokyo children's literary magazine and also
wrote for adult audiences. The stories are striking in that
they differ little in style and content from those written for
adults.
Beauty Summers is a young upcoming poet, has
endured a relationship of turmoil with her recently
deceased boyfriend, Randy Henderson. She tries to
cope with his death by reliving the twists and turns of
their past relationship. She begins to release her feelings
of helplessness and loneliness, by learning to live again.
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She escapes her pain by hanging out at Joi's, a poetry
reading cafe, where she meets heart-throb Breeze.
Beauty also encounters dreams that seem to become a
part of her reality. Finally, she connects the dots and
puts the pieces of the dreams together. Will Beauty be
satisfied with what her dreams reveal? Will Beauty open
her heart to Breeze? Will she accomplish her dream to
become a true poet? You will laugh, cry, and enjoy short
poetry as you venture through Beauty's Look Into My
Eyes.
You’ve just found a lyric pulse. It’s a monumental
discovery. A living, breathing, noted, literature specie
able to work beyond the five natural senses of physical
beings. A grammar entity with a transcendent dialect
communicated in a fluent flow of sentences, phrases,
verses, choruses and all manner of articulations
accustomed to a alphabet able to breach its own
circumference. The verbal imagery sets up, and looks at
you, curious of to how far you can see into its eyes. How
far can you go beyond the music? It stares, peering into
the psychological galaxies (most commonly known as
thoughts) wondering how tuned in to your consciousness
you really are, and what borders might there be to
prevent you from deciphering its scribing to the fullest
detail? To what extent can you push the comprehension
accelerator to get from point A to point Z to its point
made? An analyzation is underway.
A Look Into My Soul', provides a glimpse of the inner self
of one man, everyone thought they knew. However, after
reading it you will discover a man, no one knew existed.
If it were possible to actually view a person's soul, this is
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what it would look like. The book is the Author's own self
therapy in his attempt to show the world what he is really
all about.
Do You Have a Secret Fantasy? Librarian Holly Bennett
does. She's always longed for a happily ever after, just
like in the books she reads to the children at story hour.
After the tragic death of her fiancé, she thought her
dreams were shattered. But then she meets the
mysterious Craig Ford. And when she looks into his
eyes, she senses an overwhelming connection…and
barely contained passion. But Craig can't promise Holly
a happy ending. In fact, he can't promise her anything.
Because Craig has no memories of his previous life. And
now, Holly faces a heartwarming dilemma. Can she
count on Craig to make her fantasies come true—or will
his past put an end to their future?
Interwoven accounts of the author's life and the life of
her Russian-born mother, a leading Communist
organizer in America, reveal a mother and daughter's
attempts to make sense of one another's lives.
Life is a spiritual test, and we need a spirit of
discernment to be victorious. While we are all different
and have different needs, the sovereign God of the
universe will meet all our needs individually and help us
increase our spirit of discernment and soar to heights
unknown Now Is the Time for Discernment is designed to
challenge you to grow in the supernatural ways of God
and provide people of all ages and walks of life the
cutting-edge thinking and practical advice with
supernatural empowerment that they need to face life’s
daily challenges. It will also take their lives to the next
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level. This book prepares individuals to lean not on their
understanding but the Holy Ghost for full direction for
their lives. They will learn to advance the kingdom of
God through the spirit of discernment. This book is filled
with prophetic revelations that are for now and years to
come. It has God’s divine grace, love, peace, laughter,
healing, deliverance, freedom, courage, unmerited
favour, and bright hope to all nations of this world. From
beginning to the end, it is breathtaking, seasoned,
powerful, adventurous, relevant, action-packed, brilliant,
charismatic, humorous, captivating, comfortable, deep,
educational, elite, real, and easy. The Holy Spirit is the
divine Comforter among all comforters.
In November 1960, all of America watched as a tiny sixyear-old black girl, surrounded by federal marshals,
walked through a mob of screaming segregationists and
into her school. An icon of the civil rights movement,
Ruby Bridges chronicles each dramatic step of this
pivotal event in history through her own words.
The Wolf and The Sheepdog is a personal account that
graphically depicts the experiences of a police officer
working the cold streets in one of Canada's largest cities.
Join the author on his journey from a fresh recruit to an
experienced street cop as he deals with a vast variety of
Policing calls. Feel the emotions that affect the author as
he battles through near death situations. Learn the
personal dramatic emotions create by dealing with
domestic assaults, violence, sexual assault victims and
death. The Wolf and The Sheepdog will bring you into a
world that the recruiting posters fail to show.
Tiffany, Jordan Carter, and Brett Lee Young tell their two
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part tale of a Forbidden Family Dream. These many
adventures continue from the Forbidden Love (The
Jordan and Jon Carter Story). Many secrets are revealed
as Tiffany tells her story of what it’s like to live with two
fathers. Brett tells his tale of the dream that was so badly
destroyed years before, of Jordan and Jon. This two part
tale will captivate the LBGT Christian community, as well
as many others. Will Brett fulfill the forbidden dream, and
will Tiffany last in the Forbidden Family?
The book tells the story about a family and the fears that
we encountered as we lived in silence to avoid shame
and the possibility of financial destitution through our
silent journeys through three different countries. The
book speaks about honor and friendship and the feeling
you get from doing what you believe is right. It points out
the cruelty of man kind and how even the closest to you
can be cruel and without feelings. You will learn how
some times a decision must be made as a result off
death threats and physical violence. By being exposed to
death and violence at a very young age sometimes
leaves the person in a desensitized way. You'll have an
opportunity to learn of the abuse I suffered and the
mental and physical abuse both my mother and I
suffered. I challenge anyone that reads this book to not
learn from what they've read and not to be more vigilant
in making sure that there children are safe and not too
have too wear a self conscious mask each morning and
every night. The events which is spoken off is true and
may be painful to digest however I believe it also shows
how one can change their life with the strength and belief
in the lord. Please read and give whatever help you can
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to anyone that you may believe that's living within a
mask. Enjoy.
How can you capture a heart and commit it to a page?
Sips from a Chipped Cup: A Pilgrim's Love presents an
inspiring collection of poems written by Richard Toots
and filled with the inspiration and emotion that
accompanies his walk with Jesus Christ. In the almost
forty years that Toots has walked with his Lord Jesus
Christ, he has found that, though he falls often, Jesus
Christ is always faithful. Through his verse, he
endeavours to show the loving kindness to others that
Jesus Christ has shown to him and to share his
wonderful relationship with Jesus Christ with others. In
his poems, from "Jesus Loves More" to "All My
Rainbows," he explores his love for Jesus Christ and
marvels at the beauty and forgiveness he infuses into
our lives every day. Take a few minutes to sit back, raise
this "chipped cup," and enjoy the heartfelt poetry from
Sips from a Chipped Cup: A Pilgrim's Love. Walk the
Path Walk the well-worn path Lit by prayer And by God's
word Set aflame. Witness the Gospel Of your dear Lord
O, child Love the name. ...
This book begins with the story of a young boy, Rem
Vandenberg, who was born in 1937 in the Netherlands
just before the onslaught of the Second World War. His
youth was a struggle to exist under the German
occupation and in combating the depravation of poverty.
Added to these hardships was the ongoing personal
battle he fought daily in accepting the doctrines of the
Roman Catholic Church which were heavily imposed on
him by the uncompromising adult belief of the time. His
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authoritarian father loaded with the responsibility of
caring for the large family was staunch in upholding his
strong principles and instilling them into his children. Of a
less serious nature and with a strong desire to be free of
the bonds restricting him from freedom of expression and
thought Rem was often on the punitive end of the
disciple rod, both at school and home. Opposing this
oppression was the endless love and compassion of his
mother, who through the strength of her faith, was able
to engulf the whole family under her mantle of love and
bind them together into a caring family unit. At a young
age Rem had to begin work to help support the family.
What he was expected to do for a few cents per week
was beyond the capability of this small undernourished
lad. His father insisted on strength of character and
allowed him to be pushed to the limit of his endurance.
Held by the love of his family but tormented with the urge
to be free of restrictions Rem finally took his life in his
own hands. At the age of sixteen driven by the spirit of
adventure he left home and joined the merchant navy.
His first voyage was on a whaling ship to the South Pole
which was followed by voyages throughout the world for
the next few years. On sailing into his first Australian port
his desire to stay in Australia took over. He jumped ship
and went inland where he took a job on the railway. After
six months as gang worker he was finally picked up by
the law and experienced a short jail sentence before
being deported back to Holland. His love for Australia
was strong and within two years he returned as a legal
migrant and still lives in his beloved land today.
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